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Abstract: Quality lifestyle leads to increasing trends in smart cities by offering modern communica-
tion and information technologies. Smart cities offer multiple applications with smart management
of resources such as smart agriculture, Intelligent transportation systems, waste management and
energy management. These applications are based on IoTs that are composed of sensor networks with
limited processing and computing capabilities and are connected with different types of networks.
Due to limited computational capability, IoT sensor nodes require more time to compute different
tasks and are required to offload some tasks to remotely placed cloud servers for task execution.
Fog nodes are preferred over the cloud as they are placed in close access to IoT nodes distributed
in different networks. Different types of networks make it more vulnerable to malicious attacks.
Malicious nodes offload complex and high computing tasks to fog nodes to compromise their perfor-
mance and create delays in the computing tasks of legitimate nodes. In addition, fog nodes even after
removing the malicious nodes are unable to process all the legitimate tasks within a specific time
frame. In this work, a Trust-based Efficient Task Execution Scheme (TETES) is proposed for fog node
that scrutinizes the offloaded tasks sent by the malicious nodes and efficiently execute most of the
trusted tasks within a stipulated time cycle. The simulated results show that TETES execute more
offloaded tasks as compared to well-known First Come First Serve (FCFS), Longest Task First (LTF),
and Shortest Task First (STF) algorithms.

Keywords: trust management; fog computing; task offloading; smart cities

1. Introduction

The concept of smart cities has been emerging rapidly in the last few years as it pro-
vides a quality lifestyle by offering modern communication and information technologies.
Smart cities provide home surveillance, intelligent transportation systems, smart indus-
trial infrastructure, health care systems, agricultural farming, energy management, waste
management and resource management [1,2]. These applications demand secure data com-
munication and reliable delivery of data to provide secure and successful communication.

Internet of Things (IoT) applications in smart cities comprise of number of sensors
that are required to forward their data to other nodes. With the evolution of 5G and
6G technologies, these nodes are required to adapt themselves to communicate with
such base stations and also with their neighbouring nodes in transferring the data by
using heterogeneous communication [3–5]. This heterogeneous communication makes it
vulnerable and malicious nodes may attack it and disturb the communication channel. This
becomes more serious when data comes from a health care system where unreliable data
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might be life-threatening because treatment and suggestions from the specialist physician
are based on this patient’s data [6].

Smart cities comprise various applications that possess multiple networks with dif-
ferent service providers. In this scenario, trust with different service providers is a fun-
damental challenge and is required to be implemented by slicing a network over differ-
ent infrastructures by considering the different service providers and different types of
users [7–9]. Furthermore, virtual machines are susceptible to different types of security
attacks so should be un-trusted during the communication operation, otherwise, it may
disturb the network performance resulting in the QoS of the network being seriously com-
promised [10,11]. There is also a possibility that the virtual networks are deployed by a
third party and there are chances that it may become infected during network operation
resulting in communication disturbances.

The dramatic increase in the IoT heterogeneous network requires trust management
in communicating their data to other devices is such a challenging job. IoT devices mostly
comprise of large number of tiny sensors with limited computational and resource capabili-
ties [12,13]. Though limited resources reduce the cost of these sensors, at the same time they
are more vulnerable to other networks and are under attack. This makes trust management
an even bigger challenging job.

Multiple smart city application such as healthcare and industrial applications are based
on IoT networks, that are based on large number of wireless sensor nodes. These wireless
sensor nodes generate vast amounts of raw data. Transmitting this huge amount of raw
data to the central location makes it inefficient and it is required to be filtered and analyzed
locally and only the relevant information needs to be forwarded to the concerned node.
This may require sensor nodes to run complex analytic algorithms. Wireless sensors have
limited processing capacity and are unable to execute such complex algorithms and need
to offload their tasks to cloud servers. However, approaching cloud servers with multi-hop
distances causes communication delays and the quality of services is compromised. To
overcome these delays fog computing nodes are deployed in the near vicinity of these
IoT nodes. Fog nodes consist of single or multiple data centres located at the edge of user
networks without routing over the Internet backbone [14–16]. A fog node-based smart city
IoT network is shown in Figure 1. Fog nodes with higher processing capacity than the IoT
sensor nodes, execute these offloaded tasks in relatively much less time.

The presence of malicious nodes compromises the performance of fog nodes by
intentionally offloading the unwanted complex tasks to fog nodes. Fog nodes utilize their
resources in executing these tasks by considering them as legitimate tasks, resulting in
increased task execution time for legitimate nodes. Differentiating between the legitimate
and malicious offloaded tasks before their execution improves the performance of the fog
nodes in executing legitimate tasks. Collecting trust values of all the nodes present in a
network requires more time and overheads are also increased. To overcome this delay and
control overheads, the network is divided into a number of clusters.

Assessing legitimate node before the start of communication makes it more secure
and increases the data reliability with improved quality of work [17,18]. In order to assess
data legitimacy, centralized authentication scheme is used to identify the malicious nodes
data. However, it is not preferred in IoT based smart city environment due to following
limitations.

• Centralized scheme faces challenges in dynamic and evolving systems because it
struggles to adapt quickly.

• Decision making at the central level creates bottle neck resulting in a compromised
communication environment.

• Centralized authentication does not encourage the secure and cooperative environment.
• There are increased number of inside threats in centralized systems where authentica-

tion decisions are primarily based on credentials.
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Figure 1. Fog enabled IoT network in smart cities.

Classic centralized authentication scheme only identifies the malicious nodes that are
not part of the member. However, there are many attacks from the malicious nodes which
are also members of the network. IoT based smart cities applications demand adaptive
and dynamic environment [19]. In such scenario, a trust based scheme is preferred over
classic centralized authentication scheme. Malicious nodes being a member of the wireless
network, offload complex tasks to compromise the execution efficiency of the fog node,
because it consumes its processing resources in executing these malicious tasks. To improve
the efficiency of fog node in task execution, it needs to find the tasks offloaded by a trusted
node or not. A trust management system is designed to differentiate between legitimate
and malicious tasks and improve the quality of the network by identifying malicious nodes.

In this work, a Trust-based Efficient Task Execution Scheme (TETES) is proposed for
fog nodes to effectively discard the tasks offloaded by fog malicious nodes and proposes
an algorithm to efficiently execute the maximum number of legitimate tasks. The salient
features of TETES are mentioned below.
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1. Distribution of IoT networks attached with a fog node in small clustering units in
order to minimize the delay and control overheads.

2. Trust management scheme to help fog node in evaluating the trust value of each IoT
node in a cluster to differentiate between legitimate nodes and malicious nodes.

3. An efficient 0/1 knapsack-based task offloading scheme for fog nodes to execute a
maximum number of offloaded tasks within a specified time.

The rest of the paper is organized as: The previous research work relating to trust
management in different prospects is discussed in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 describe the
system model and our proposed scheme respectively. Comparative analysis with extensive
simulations and results are discussed in Sections 5 and 6 concludes our manuscript.

2. Related Work

Smart cities require different varieties of networks to support multidimensional ap-
plications widely supported by IoT setups. Trustful communication between different
varieties of applications is a dire need to avoid malicious nodes. That’s why, it is in highly
researched area these days and there is a lot of research on trustful management in different
areas of the communication field.

In [20], authors emphasized the tradeoff between benefits and risks in trustful com-
munication and developed a multi-aspect and adaptive trust-based situation-aware access
control framework and named it “MATS”. The framework is based on semantic web
technologies and game theory by considering dynamic network situations by carefully bal-
ancing efficiency and simplicity. The authors validate the performance of their framework
with experimental results.

In [21], authors proposed a trust mechanism for Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs)
and IoTs in vehicular network scenarios. The proposed framework emphasizes two ways:
Firstly a deadline deadline-aware data is collected in collaboration with mobile vehicles
and UAVs, and secondly an active and verifiable trust approach is used by considering the
security and privacy of the system. Finally, a trajectory optimization algorithm is proposed
to collect maximum baseline data to decide on trustful agreements. The authors claimed
that their proposed framework improved the data accuracy by 33.34% on average with 35%
reduced cost and 58.32% reduced delay.

In [22], authors addressed the trustful data needs in online dating networks and
emphasized harmful attacks such as creating fake accounts. The authors proposed a trust-
aware framework to detect malicious users by developing a user trust model and applied
a data balancing technique to find out the malicious nodes continuously send data and
disturb the system. The authors evaluated the performance of their proposed scheme
through extensive experiments and claimed that their proposed model improves the data
precision up to 59.16% more form the other baseline algorithms.

In [23], authors focused on big data problems and proposed a MapReduce-based
framework in big data processing tasks by initially quantifying and sensitising the data and
trust values. Depending upon this received data, the authors formulated the MapReduce
scheduling problem with the bipartite matching problem by considering the maximum
weights. The problem became the NP-hard problem and is tackled by sharing the slot
nodes within a computing node by allocating the same level of trust share to each slicing
network user. After tackling this NP-hard problem, an efficient heuristic-based algorithm is
proposed. Authors claimed that their proposed framework achieved 94.7% of the optimal
solution obtained through exhaustive search in a big data environment.

In [24], V. Varadharajan et al. addressed the fundamental issues faced in online
property-based trust attestation due to virtual network involvement. The authors proposed
a model to eliminate the virtual network problems faced during boot and run time. The
authors defined simple rules in order to identify legitimate property data users. The
authors claimed that their proposed model helps in developing trustworthy applications.
The authors implemented a prototype of a trust management platform by using an open-
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source MANO platform and claimed that their proposed platform slightly reduced the
performance of the network over a virtual network function in a dynamic environment.

In [25], M. Ebrahimi et al. focused on an IoT-based healthcare system and exploited
the evidence theory to a decentralized service-oriented trust management model in it.
Malicious attacks on healthcare systems are avoided by measuring the evidence distance by
rewarding the healthcare service providers and punishing the malicious users. The authors
proposed a two-fold system model by providing trust in healthcare services and trust in
recommendations. The authors claimed that their proposed system is robust and efficient
due to dynamic parameters and provides security against bad mouthing, good mouthing
and on-off attacks.

Besides, the above work, profit and cost analysis of fog computing networks is criti-
cal [26,27]. Multiple factors related to cost can be considered while offloading the tasks and
managing the resources of fog nodes.

3. System Model

Diverse applications of a smart city are based on IoT nodes. These nodes are designed
to meet the application requirements for necessary automation. Due to the limited process-
ing and computing capacity of these nodes, they are unable to perform most of their tasks
and have to offload these tasks to other nodes. The fog nodes are placed in different areas
and the IoT nodes are supposed to offload their tasks to the fog node placed in their close
vicinity. All fog nodes are backwardly connected with the cloud server. A complete system
model is shown in Figure 2.

IoT nodes of different applications are subdivided into small clusters and multiple
clusters are connected with one fog node. Nodes in all these clusters are supposed to
offload their tasks to their attached fog node directly or through intermediate nodes. There
are N number of legitimate nodes and M number of malicious nodes in each of the C
clusters. The maximum time interval required in transferring the offloaded task data of
any of the nodes placed in the connected cluster to the fog node is Tmax.

After each Tmax, the fog node computes the total number of offloaded tasks received
within this time duration. If a node b offloads Tb tasks from Ca clusters to fog node and
there are J number of nodes in each of the K numbers of clusters, the total number of
offloaded tasks (σOL) that are required to be executed by fog node are calculated as:

σOL =
K

∑
a=1

J

∑
b=1

Ca × Tb (1)

There are m malicious nodes present in each of the K number of clusters and ma
malicious node ma offload mt tasks then a total number of tasks offloaded by legitimate
nodes (σLN) is calculated as:

σLN =
K

∑
a=1

J

∑
b=1

(Ca × Tb)−ma (2)

All the offloaded tasks are different in nature and require different execution times.
If the average task execution time of a task is Td, then the total execution time ζOL for all
offloaded tasks with a uniform processing capacity of fog node is calculated as:

ζOL =
K

∑
a=1

J

∑
b=1

(Ca × Tb)× Td (3)

The task execution time of offloaded tasks by all legitimate nodes ζLN is calculated as:

ζLN =
K

∑
a=1

J

∑
b=1

[(Ca × Tb)−ma]× Td (4)
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Figure 2. System Model.

4. Proposed Scheme

In this work, a trust management scheme for fog computing nodes is proposed to
efficiently execute the offloaded tasks received from different smart city applications.
Malicious nodes are supposed to upload their tasks to compromise the performance of
the fog node by utilizing its resources to execute the tasks offloaded by a malicious node.
This may cause a delay in the execution of offloaded tasks of legitimate nodes. In this
work, a Trust-based Efficient Task Execution Scheme (TETES) for fog-enabled smart cities
is proposed. The salient features of TETES are:
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• IoT nodes in diverse areas are divided into multiple small clusters.
• trust level calculation of all nodes in a cluster based on different parameters through

direct and indirect trust calculations.
• an efficient task execution algorithm for fog computing nodes.

4.1. Clustering Setup

IoT-based sensor nodes are widely placed in a diverse range of smart city applications.
Fog nodes are placed in different locations of smart cities for fast processing. These diversely
placed wireless networks are divided into n number of small clusters and a fog node must
be a part of one of these clustering network. Each of the sensor node must join one of the
clustering networks.

A node Ni joins a cluster in such a way that the nodes which are in close vicinity of
fog nodes are placed in one cluster. If Ni finds fog nodes Fa and Fb in its close vicinity, then
it will prefer to become a member of fog node Fa, provided its hop count is less than the
hop count of Fb node. In case, both the fog nodes are accessible with the same hop count,
then priority will be given to the one that has less number of member nodes.

4.2. Trust Management

The presence of malicious nodes in a system degrades the QoS of the network by
offloading the fictitious tasks to the fog node to reserve its computing resources. In this
section, a mechanism to find out the trusted offloaded tasks is discussed. TETES proposed
an algorithm to evaluate the probability of trusted nodes through the information collected
by all nodes in a clustering network. TETES helps fog nodes to determine the trust value
of fog nodes after regular time intervals and identifies the trust value of all the offloaded
tasks nodes.

The trust level of a node is evaluated by its neighbours when they exchange their
control and data packets with their neighbouring nodes. If requested data packets are
received correctly against the number of requests generated. If a node Na send K requests to
its neighbouring node Nb and it receives J response files from Nb node. If JReq are correctly
received requested files and Jcorr are corrupted files received, then trust level of node Na
for node Nb (Ta

b ) is calculated as:

Ta
b =

JReq − Jcorr

K
(5)

The probability of finding a legitimate node is evaluated on the following three
parameter values.

1. Trust status of the trust finding node about its neighbouring nodes.
2. Trust value computed by its neighbours who are in direct access to the trust find-

ing node.
3. Trust information is collected by all other nodes in a cluster except its neighbour-

ing nodes.

All these trust finding parameters are described below.

4.2.1. Trust Status of Trust Finding Node

Each node is required to forward its trust-finding report of all its directly connected
neighbours to the fog node of its cluster. The trusted value of trust finding node for all its
directly connected neighbors is based on the total number of neighbors and the number of
trusted neighbors around it.

If trust finding nodes Tt f has m number of directly connected neighbours and the
trust value of each of its neighbouring nodes, that is calculated through Equation (5) is
mentioned with VTt f

i then trust value of VTt f is calculated as:
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Tt f =
∑m

i=1 Tt f
i

m
(6)

A legitimate node will send the true trust value of its neighbouring nodes, however, a
malicious node may send a factitious trust value. So it can not be calculated from only this
parameter value that it is a trusted node. To validate the trust value generated by this node,
we need to get information from other nodes of the clustering network.

4.2.2. Neighboring Nodes Trust Value

All nodes who are in direct connection to the trust-finding nodes are required to send
their trust values about the trust-finding node to the fog node. This helps in evaluating the
trust value of each of its neighbouring nodes.

If there are k number of nodes that are placed in direct connectivity of the trust finding
node, then the trust value of all k neighbours for trust finding node Tt f

nd is calculated as:

Tt f
nd =

∑k
j=1 Tt f

k

k
(7)

4.2.3. Indirect Trust Value

All those nodes in a cluster, that are not in the direct connection with the Tt f nodes are
required to send their trust value for Tt f . These nodes exchange their information with Tt f

through the intermediate node/s and calculate their trust value individually as mentioned
in (5). Indirect trust value of all non-neighboring nodes for Tt f is calculated as:

Tt f
id =

∑k
j=1 Tt f

k × H

k
(8)

here, H is the trust value of intermediate nodes that is between 0 and 1. This results in
indirect trust values always less or equal to the trust values calculated by the directly
connected nodes. The larger the number of intermediate nodes to the trust finding nodes,
the smaller will be this trust value due to the conditional probability.

4.2.4. Trust Probability

Trust probability of all nodes present in a cluster are calculated by assigning weighted
metric on trust values calculated for above mentioned three parameters. The highest
weight is applied to the accumulated trust values collected from the directly and indirectly
connected neighbouring nodes for the trust-finding node. Weights assigned to the trust
values of the node itself Tt f is the lowest as it may have false information due to malicious
node and it will be collective trust value of Tt f

nd and Tt f
id .

The trust probability is calculated through a sigmoid function (σZ) for each trust-
finding node in a cluster as:

σZ =
1

1 + e−[a(T
t f
nd+Tt f

id )+Tt f (Tt f
nd+Tt f

id )]
(9)

The nodes with trust values less than a threshold limit are considered malicious nodes.
A complete trust-finding mechanism is shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Trust Management Procedure for Legitimate Nodes.

Fog nodes after determining the trust value of each of its attached clustering nodes,
compare it with a threshold value. In case, the trust value of a node is less than the
predetermined threshold value then it is considered as a malicious node, otherwise, it will
be considered as a trusted node. A complete procedure is mentioned in the Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: Trust Evaluating Algorithm for Fog Node

1 Trust calculating policy
2 Input:
3 Number of nodes N
4 Threshold Value Vth

5 Self-trust value of nodes Tt f
1 , Tt f

2 , Tt f
3 , . . . , Tt f

N

6 Direct trust of neighboring nodes for node x = Tt f
ndx

7 Indirect trust of nodes for node x = Tt f
idx

8 for i = 1 to N do
9 Calculate σZi for all nodes

10 if σZi ≤ Vth then
11 Node is Malicious
12 end
13 else
14 Node is legitimate
15 end
16 i ++

17 end

4.3. Task Execution Procedure

Fog nodes after receiving all the offloaded tasks from its associated IoT nodes, need to
execute these tasks. Fog nodes with the help of trust management system, has a knowledge
about legitimate and malicious nodes. Malicious nodes intentionally offload the complex
nature tasks to consume the processing capacity of fog nodes. This may cause delay in
executing the tasks offloaded by the legitimate nodes and their tasks may not be executed
within their defined timeline. TETES proposes algorithms for fog nodes to efficiently
execute the offloaded tasks to minimize the delay in such a way that the majority of the
trusted offloaded tasks will be executed within their deadline. The salient features of TETES
in executing offloaded tasks are:

• excludes the offloaded tasks that are offloaded by malicious nodes
• an optimal task execution algorithm for the fog node to efficiently scrutinize the

offloaded tasks, so that maximum tasks may be executed before their deadline.
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The offloaded tasks of all those nodes that do not meet the required trust level will be
discarded by the fog node by applying Algorithm 1. If a number of offloaded tasks can be
executed within their defined deadlines after excluding malicious nodes’ tasks, then all the
tasks will be executed by the fog node by applying a first come first serve basis. However,
if all the offloaded tasks can not be executed within their deadlines, then a maximum
number of tasks are required to be executed within their defined deadline. To meet this
requirement, an optimal execution of task offloading scheme is proposed that is based on
the 0/1 knapsack algorithm.

The fog node has limited processing capacity and within a stipulated time cycle only a
limited amount of offloaded tasks can be executed. At the same time, the offloaded tasks
are different in size with varying deadlines as well and require different execution times. If
the processing capacity of the fog node is mentioned by Fproc, and Tet is the execution time
required by each offloaded task with priority Tp, then this task execution problem can be
mapped with 0/1 knapsack problem as mentioned in the Table 1.

Table 1. Knapsack Mapping Parameters.

Task Execution Problem Knapsack Problem

Fproc Processing capacity of fog node Carrying capacity of the knapsack

Tet Task execution time Weight of item

Tp Task priority Value of item

Priority of each offloaded task of node i (Pi) is calculated through the maximum
processing cycle of fog node (Pc), trust value of task offloading node (Vt

i ), and the remaining
time to reach its deadline Vt

i as:

Pi = Vt
i × (Pc −Vt

i ) (10)

The higher the priority, the higher will be the value of the offloaded task.
Suppose there are T trusted nodes that have offloaded their tasks to fog node with

Fproc processing capacity and Ti
et is the task execution time of node i with Pi calculated

priority. The proposed algorithm scrutinizes S number of offloaded tasks by fulfilling the
following two constraints:

• The accumulated task execution time of offloaded tasks should be within the task
processing limit of the fog node and is expressed as:

T

∑
i=1
≤ Fproc

• The priority values of all the scrutinized tasks must be maximum in all respects.

Max
S

∑
a=1

Pa

the knapsack problem is solved by implementing a knapsack table to scrutinize the
offloaded tasks. A complete algorithm for implementing a knapsack table along with
scrutiny of offloaded tasks for their execution are shown in Algorithm 2.
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Algorithm 2: Optimal Task Scrutiny Criteria

1 j← Current task size
2 P← Fog node’s processing capacity
3 i← Offloaded task ID
4 T ← Max. no. of trusted tasks
5 Dmax ← Max. task execution time

X[i, j]← Cell value of table withithtask and j processing
6 ji ← task size requested by ith task
7 If Dmax ≤ T
8 Execute all tasks by applying STF
9 Else

10 Apply knapsack algorithm
11 filling of knapsack table:
12 for j = 0 to P do
13 X[0, j] = 0
14 // Initialize 1st row to 0’s
15 end
16 for i = 1 to T do
17 X[i, 0] = 0
18 // Initialize 1st column to 0’s
19 end
20 for i = 1 to T do
21 for j = 0 to P do
22 If ji ≤ j If ji + X[i− 1, j− ji] > X[i− 1, j]
23 X[i, j] = ji + X[i− 1, j− ji]
24 Else
25 X[i, j] = X[i− 1, j]
26 EndIf
27 Else
28 X[i, j] = X[i− 1, j]
29 EndIf
30 end
31 Initialize i and w:
32 T ← i
33 P← m
34 end
35 optimal task selection:
36 while i > 1 and j > 1 do
37 If B[i, j] > B[i− 1, j]
38 ith content is included in optimal solution
39 i = i− 1
40 j = j− ji
41 Else
42 i = i− 1
43 EndIf
44 end

5. Results and Analysis

The performance of our proposed scheme TETES is evaluated by calculating the
offloaded tasks executed by a fog node in different scenarios. To evaluate its performance,
a simulation environment is created by deploying number of IoT based sensor nodes in
diverse areas and they are supposed to communicate with each other. To determine the
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performance of the “TETES” in determining the trust value of each of the networking
node, some malicious nodes are added in the simulation environment. These IoT nodes
are subdivided into different groups to make a clustering network. Each cluster comprises
both legitimate and malicious nodes. These nodes are supposed to offload their tasks to
the fog node that is placed in close vicinity and any far-end node can access the fog node
through a maximum of 2 intermediate nodes. The data size of each offloaded task ranges
from 50 kB to 100 kB and the time required to execute these tasks ranges from 1 processing
cycle to 4 processing cycles. A complete list of simulation parameters is shown in Table 2.

The results are compared with First Come First Serve (FCFS), Longest Task First (LTF),
and Shortest Task First (STF) algorithms for varying numbers of offloaded tasks and varying
fog node task execution capacity.

Table 2. Simulation Parameters.

Parameter Value

Fog Computing Node coverage area 150 m

Distance between fog mining node and task requesting nodes 50 to 150

Number of intermediate nodes between fog and IoT nodes 0 to 2

Number of simultaneous offloaded tasks for each fog node 10 to 20

Data size of each offloaded task (kB) 50 to 100

Processing capacity of fog node (Processing Cycles) 10

Task deadline (Processing Cycles) 10

Task Processing time of offloaded tasks (Processing cycles) 1 to 2

Number of clusters connected with a fog node 2 to 3

Number of Malicious nodes 2 to 4

Number of legitimate nodes 10 to 18

5.1. Task Execution of Legitimate Nodes

In this section, several executed offloaded tasks of legitimate nodes along with their
percentages are calculated for varying numbers of incoming offloaded task requests as well
as for varying processing capacity of fog nodes.

Results in Figures 4 and 5 show the number of offloaded tasks that have been offloaded
by legitimate nodes for varying processing capacity of fog nodes and varying numbers
of offloaded tasks respectively. In Figure 4, results are obtained for a fixed number of
offloaded tasks by all its associated nodes with varying processing capacity of fog node.
The results show that the number of executed tasks increases with the increase in the
processing capacity of fog nodes. It is evident from the results that the proposed TETES
executes more offloaded tasks of legitimate nodes as compared to the other three algorithms
for all different capacities of fog nodes. The tasks executed by STF are more than FCFS and
LTF, because it executes smaller tasks first and more tasks will be executed. LTF executes the
least number of tasks because it executes heavy tasks first and when processing capacity is
low it executes less number of offloaded tasks. However, TETES by applying the knapsack
algorithm optimally executes a maximum number of offloaded tasks within the processing
capacity of the fog node.
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Figure 5. Number of Nodes Served for Varying Number of Requested Tasks.

Figure 5 shows the number of executed tasks of legitimate nodes for varying numbers
of offloaded tasks with a fixed processing capacity of fog node. The results show that
TETES executes more tasks with the increase in the number of offloaded tasks as compared
to the other three schemes. Because TETES optimally scrutinizes the offloaded tasks that
can be executed within the processing cycle of the fog node. The same increasing trend is
observed in STF, as with an increased number of tasks, it executes smaller tasks within the
processing capacity. However, the number of tasks executed in FCFS and LTF are almost
the same for all increasing numbers of offloaded tasks.
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Results in Figures 6 and 7 show the percentage of executed tasks offloaded by trusted
nodes for varying processing capacity of fog node and varying number of offloaded tasks
respectively. The results shown in Figure 6 verify that TETES executes more offloaded tasks
as compared to the other three schemes for 15 offloaded tasks. TETES executes more than
32% of the total offloaded tasks when the processing capacity of the fog node is 10 and
increases to 48% when the processing capacity of the fog node increases to 18. However,
STF, LTF, and FCFS execute 24%, 12.6%, and 18% offloaded tasks, when the processing
capacity is 10 and executes 35%, 22%, and 30% offloaded tasks respectively when the
processing capacity of the fog node increases to 18 Processing cycles.
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Figure 6. Percentage of Executed Trusted Tasks for Varying Processing Capacity of Fog Node.
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Figure 7. Percentage of Executed Trusted Tasks for Varying Number of Requested Tasks.
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The results shown in Figure 7 verify that the tasks executed by TETES are more than
the other three schemes and it executes 41% of tasks when a number of offloaded tasks is
10 and the fog node has fixed processing capacity. However, the percentage of executed
tasks in TETES decreases to 26% with the increase in the number of offloaded tasks to
20, however, it is more than the other three schemes. This is due to the fixed processing
capacity of the fog node as it can not execute more tasks. On the other hand, STF, LTF, and
FCFS execute 30%, 19%, and 27% of offloaded tasks when the number of offloaded tasks is
10 and decreases to 19%, 9.5%, and 14% respectively when a number of offloaded tasks rise
to 20.

5.2. Executed Data of Trusted Nodes

Performance of TETES is analyzed by computing the total amount of data for all
those offloaded tasks that are executed successfully for varying capacity of fog node and
for varying number of offloaded tasks as shown in Figures 8 and 9 respectively. The
performance of TETES is analyzed in terms of executed data and is compared with STF,
LTF, and FCFS.

Results shown in Figure 8 verify that the data executed by TETES is more than the other
three schemes. The results further show that with the increase in processing capacity of
the fog node, the amount of data executed by all algorithms increases. However, offloaded
task data, that are executed by TETES is significantly large as compared to the other three
schemes. This is due to the fact, that TETES not only eliminate the malicious nodes tasks
but also efficiently executes the offloaded tasks by applying the 0/1 knapsack algorithm.

Figure 9 shows the executed amount of data against varying numbers of offloaded
task requests received by the fog node. The results show that the amount of data executed
by the proposed TETES is more than the other three schemes. The results further show that
with the increase in the number of offloaded tasks, TETES executes more data. However,
the amount of data executed by the other three schemes remains almost the same with the
increased number of nodes and does not show an increasing trend as seen for TETES. This
is due to the optimal selection of offloaded tasks from the offloaded tasks’ range within the
execution capacity of the fog node.
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Figure 8. Total Amount of Processed Data for Varying Capacity of Fog Nodes.
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Figure 9. Total Amount of Processing Data for Varying Number of Requested Tasks.

5.3. Mean Trust Value

The mean trust value of offloaded tasks is calculated by taking an average of the trust
value of all the executed offloaded tasks. If a number of executed tasks is m and the trust
value calculated by the fog node for ith offloaded tasks is Ti, then the mean trust value
(MTV) for these executed tasks is calculated as:

MTV =
∑m

i−1 Ti

m
(11)

Results shown in Figures 10 and 11 calculate the mean value of executed offloaded
tasks by fog nodes for varying fog node capacity and for varying numbers of offloaded
tasks respectively. The results show that the mean trust value of executed offloaded tasks
by TETES is slightly higher than the other three schemes because it discards the tasks
offloaded by malicious nodes with trust values less than the threshold. MTV calculated by
the other three schemes in all these results is slightly lower than TETES because MTV is
calculated for only those offloaded tasks that are successfully executed and does not vary
much with more or less number of executed tasks.
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Figure 10. Mean Trust Value of Executed Tasks for Varying Capacity of Fog Nodes.
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Figure 11. Mean Trust Value of Executed Tasks for Varying Number of Requested Tasks.

5.4. Discussion

As can be seen from the results, the proposed scheme improves the security and
reliability of the IoT network by providing a trust based task computation mechanism.
While the proposed technique offers improved trust level and higher rate of task execution,
it requires sharing of control messages to compute trust in the network. Thus, enhanced
reliability of task offloading is achieved at the expense of additional message overhead.

6. Conclusions

Malicious nodes disturb the quality of service of IoT-based wireless networks in smart
city applications. Limited IoT nodes’ processing capacity requires offloading of tasks to
high computing nodes such as fog nodes. Malicious nodes present in the network try to
disturb the performance of fog nodes by offloading complex natural tasks that require more
computing power and resources. This compromises the execution performance of the fog
node causing delay in task execution of legitimate nodes. TETES is a trust-based efficient
task execution scheme for fog nodes, that discards the offloaded tasks executed by fog
nodes and efficiently executes the tasks offloaded by legitimate nodes. The performance of
TETES is compared with well-known STF, LTF, and FCFS algorithms in calculating number
of tasks offloaded by trusted nodes, the executed data of offloaded tasks and the mean trust
values for varying processing capacity of fog nodes and varying number of offloaded tasks.
The results show that TETES executes 33%, 125%, and 60% more tasks as compared to STF,
LTF, and FCFS respectively for varying processing capacity of fog nodes and 40%, 189%,
and 93% tasks for increasing number of offloaded tasks as compared to STF, LTF, and FCFS
respectively. It is evident from the results that the mean trust value of executed tasks in
TETES is higher than any other scheme in all varying results. In future, we will develop a
distributed and cooperative trust management scheme for task offloading in IoT networks.
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